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ROBINSON COLLEGE  

 

REPORT FROM ENVIRONMENT FORUM JANUARY 2015 

 
This report is the third edition issued by the Environment Forum and covers activity in 2014 

and plans for the year ahead. 

Update on plans for 2014 

 Register and work through NUS Green Impact scheme – completed 

 Refurbishment of B Staircase to include installation of low-energy lighting - 

completed 

 Crausaz Wordsworth Building construction – in progress 

 PC replacements - completed 

 Introduction of LED lighting in Auditorium and Chapel – Chapel completed 

 Review recycling opportunities to include paper from staircases - completed 

 Examine ways to achieve a reduction in printing and photocopying – in progress 

 Extend the unit user analysis of energy and water utilities which a view to 

understanding usage and thus enable targeted reductions – in progress 

 Environmental training for staff – in progress. 

 

Gardens 

We have changed very little in the past year. We still chip as much wood as we can to 

reduce skip usage. We still log up wood that is too big to be chipped, bag it & give it away to 

staff who have wood burners. One or two members of staff also have a use for some of the 

chippings which also reduces skip usage a little. 

We wash plant pots when the weather is too bad for gardening. We dry & store them to use 

again. Growers often supply plants to us in non-standard pots & containers, we return these 

to them for re-use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One thing we have done is to re-use 

some of the old shelving from the 

Kitchen stores which they had replaced 

this year. This has gone into our tractor 

shed in place of some old, rickety tea 

chests. 
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Maintenance 

Continuing with the theme from last year we have been very busy changing over a 

significant amount of the College lighting to LED’s from various old systems which included 

some T12 lamps which became obsolete in the late 1990s. Projects have included:- 

 The underground car park. Replace old style lighting to new LED motion sensor 

lighting with higher lighting output. 

 

 Music room. This has been upgraded by using some new spread light LEDs in place 

of the old T12 lamps that were at height and gave little lighting to this room. We are 

awaiting feedback to see if the lighting is in fact sufficient for the room or if we need 

to do any more work to improve things further. 

 

  
 

 We continue to change bedrooms over to LED lighting on an ad hoc basis when the 

lighting to rooms fails. We estimate that approx. 30 units have been replaced this 

year. 

The Chapel. The lighting was obsolete and 

difficult to maintain. The scheme involved a 

significant amount of work to give more 

controllability and much better lighting options. 

The scheme used a variety of LEDs with high 

lighting output and stable lighting colouration. 
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The Solar panels installed in Sept 2013 have been very successful with reading of 032344: 

this is the equivalent of 16,000 kettles being boiled free of charge. 

 

 

 

Environmentally friendly paint products. The Colleges’ Clerks of Work recently met with Akzo 

Nobel who are the umbrella company for Dulux. The purpose of the meeting was to educate 

the Clerks of Work on new water based products coming onto the market which are vastly 

improved products using significantly fewer harmful chemicals. We have now, where 

practical to do so, changed our product usage to the improved environmentally friendly 

products. 

 

 

 

The new Crausaz Wordsworth Building is being designed to use less energy and use that 

energy more efficiently. The heating and cooling system will be via air source pumps. 

 

 

 

We have also gained approval to improve the air handling system within the main kitchens 

which currently runs at 36kwh. The proposed scheme will reduce this consumption to 

approx. 12kwh.  

 

  

B Staircase. This year we renovated B staircase.  As 

with A staircase in 2013 we have again improved our 

specification to include: 

o all radiators were fitted with thermostatically 

controlled valves (TRVs) 

o insulated the loft space 

o installed double glazing 

o all lighting has been upgraded and now uses a 

more efficient low energy lighting system. 

Additionally this year on B staircase, we changed the 

top 2 floors (6 rooms) to include shower and toilet 

pods thus upgrading these rooms from standard or 

value room types to a newly designated room type of 

standard shower.  Feedback has been very positive 

and this innovation will now be rolled out on all 

successive staircases. 

 

 

Pictured new Standard Shower bedroom B staircase 

 

Pictured 
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Housekeeping 

RECYCLING: 

The Figures:  Following the change of waste management provider we are now in the 

position to have a full years set of figures on which we can base future targets with regards 

to the amount of waste we are recycling as a college.  The following charts give a visual 

overview: 

 

 

 

The figures are certainly not what we hope to achieve as a college and there is much work to 

do.  The figures do however give us a baseline measure to work from and compare year on 

year. 
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Improving the recycling facilities:  We have installed new recycling bins on all of the 

staircases which adhere to the fire safety regulations.  These are now 

emptied on a daily basis by our staff and this appears to be working well.  

We have also put new recycling bins in hostels, making the facility more 

visual and so encourage the students to recycle more.  Again our staff 

oversee the emptying of these bins.  Some of these have also been 

situated in various spots around College where we feel they will encourage 

more recycling. 

We have trialled different types and styles of bins in meeting rooms to give 

users a recycling option in as many areas as possible.  In the next few 

months we will be installing the new bins which have an integral recycling 

compartment so that users can recycle waste keeping it separate from other waste.  

Communicating with Users:  In March we emailed a newsletter out to all college staff as a 

new initiative to keep them updated with news about waste and recycling along with a poster 

setting out all the recycling facilities we have at the college.  We also email students on a 

termly basis to remind them about the facilities and to encourage them to recycle as much 

as possible. 

 

Student sale:  At the beginning of term in October we held a sale of items that 

students had left behind the previous term.  We managed to re-use/recycle a 

vast amount of items raising a total of £858 which was donated to the East 

Anglian Children’s Hospice. 

 

British Heart Foundation recycling banks: The British Heart Foundation 

clothing bank has been successful again this year.  We have collected a total 

of 209 bags of items which will be expected to raise a total of around £2900 

for the British Heart Foundation and save items from going to landfill at the 

same time.  Unfortunately we had to have one of the banks removed due to a 

lack of space as an implication of the Crausaz Wordsworth Building 

construction work but we are going to identify a new suitable site where we 

can have the additional bank re-sited. 

 

CHEMICALS & CLEANING PRODUCTS: 

We are continuing to review the chemicals that we use as a 

department with the view to changing over as many of our products 

to eco-friendly ones as possible.  We are also looking into the 

possibility of installing a refillable dispensing system for some of 

our chemicals.  The environmental benefits include minimisation of 

use of plastic bottles as bottles are re-used.  The chemical comes 

in a concentrated formula thus reducing the amount of packaging 

and the environmental cost of transporting them.  
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Porters Lodge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To  help the Lodge get the important message across about recycling and highlight the 

extensive  facilities available throughout the college and hostels both the “Term Time” and 

“Conference” presentations, which are shown continuously on the lodge Digital Display,  are 

regularly updated with the latest information as shown below: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Porters Lodge continues to work hard to ensure all waste 

produced in the Lodge is disposed of in an environmentally correct 

way in accordance with College procedures.  Most importantly we 

try to encourage students, conference guests and people passing 

through the lodge to use the designated receptacles provided to 

dispose of their unwanted rubbish, be it the growing amount of 

Amazon packaging, the odd unwanted battery or the empty 

kebab/burger box.  

 

At this time of the year, the problem arises of lights being left on in meeting rooms, teaching 

rooms, and other rooms when not in use, within the College and Hostels.  Whilst the Duty 

Porters routinely switch such lights off and close windows when on security patrol and locking 

up, energy could be saved by education and increasing awareness within College Staff, 

Visitors and Junior Members. 
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IT Department 

This summer the staff computer workstations have been replaced 

with new Dell Optiplex 7010SF machines running Windows 8.1. 

These machines are much more aggressive at enabling power 

saving features, such as turning off or putting into a low power 

mode the hard disc, processor, display, external USB devices and 

networking when the machine is in idle or not being fully utilised. 

The machines have additionally been set to hibernate each week 

night if left on, and to turn fully off each weekend to save power.   

We have also doubled the number of staff using laptops this year, 

to help reduce the amount of printing required for meetings. Over 

1.5 tonnes of electronic recycling this summer was collected by 

Cambridge Computer Recycling, who work with local specialists to 

safely recycle our electronic waste in the UK, instead of exporting 

the waste overseas.    
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Catering 

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDS: 

The Catering Team was delighted to be awarded the Silver Certificate in the CU Catering 

Managers Committee Environmental Awards in October. 

Now in its 4th year, the Environmental Awards help to promote environmental and ethical 

awareness across the Colleges’ catering departments.

 

Through an annual survey, the scheme looks at how colleges perform in sustainability, local 

purchasing, food waste management, energy efficiency and carbon reduction.  The awards 

were judged by Bev Sedley from Cambridge Carbon Footprint and Ann Mitchell from 

Transition Cambridge who said, “Our food footprints make up around a quarter of our 

personal carbon footprints and we all need to change our approach to buying and sourcing 

food to help in the battle against climate change.”  Robinson was especially commended for 

its Food Ethics policy which is published on our website. 

LOW CARBON DIET: 

 

As part of a new sustainability and healthy eating option the 

catering department have been preparing to join the ‘UC 

Colleges Low Carbon Meals Scheme’ which will be 

implemented during the Lent Term 2015 for all our customers, 

including Fellows, staff and conference delegates. 
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Global food production is responsible for up to one third of human-made greenhouse gas 

emissions. From product, processing and transport, to packaging, cooking and waste – the 

food we eat has a major carbon impact.  The aim of our scheme is to create a wider 

awareness of the carbon impact of producing and serving food and to encourage our 

customers to choose more carbon friendly meals. 

 

The ‘carbon footprint’ of meals served within all areas of catering can vary considerably and 

at present there is no way of recognising this. The Garden Restaurant provides the best 

opportunity to encourage the college community to consciously act by deciding to choose 

the lowest carbon footprint meal. In addition, the scheme will help catering departments 

identify particularly carbon-hungry foods and production procedures and seek to reduce 

them. 

 

So, what’s the real benefit to the environment? Will changing our meals choices really make 

a difference?  In the UK, a fifth of each person’s annual carbon footprint comes from the 

food they eat. If we are to limit our impact on the environment and reduce global carbon 

emissions it is critical that we take steps to understand the carbon impact of our food 

choices 

 

What is a low carbon meal?  A low carbon meal is a meal where conscious effort has been 

made to reduce its carbon emissions by choosing ingredients which have lower greenhouse 

gas emissions from farming/feeding, processing, transport and storage. The foods with the 

lowest carbon footprints are local seasonal vegetables, cereals and fruit. Grains and pulses 

are also low carbon foods. Food flown from across the world, or grown in heated 

greenhouses produce considerably more carbon emissions. Animal products are generally 

higher in emissions, the worst of all these being beef, lamb and hard cheese. In addition, 

frozen meals produce high emissions due to the energy used to maintain food at sub-zero 

temperatures. 

 

Using guidelines produced from websites including www.eatlowcarbon.org and 

http://www.preventclimatechnage.co.uk/ along with help from our local environmental 

organisations, the Cambridge Carbon Footprint, Transition Cambridge and the University of 

Cambridge Environment & Energy Assistant, we have produced guidelines to providing low 

carbon meals, in order for you to identify your low carbon dishes.  

 

 

 

Guidelines: 

A low carbon meal will: 

• Never contain red meat, other than local game 

• Never contain hard cheeses 

• Never contain frozen produce or produce that has been stored 

chilled for long periods of time 

• Where feasible contain seasonal fruit and vegetables and limited 

hothouse-grown produce 

• Not contain or contain very limited amounts of air-freighted goods 

• Typically be a vegan dish in addition to any other dishes that fall 

within the above guidelines 

A blue footprint will indicate the carbon friendly meals served on that 

particular day 

http://www.eatlowcarbon.org/
http://www.preventclimatechnage.co.uk/
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RECYCLING UPDATE 

 

 

 

We continue to recycle all plastics, cardboard and tin cans and the regime is now well 

established throughout the catering team 

 

We measure our success on the basis of the reducing volume of waste that we send to 

landfill which we monitor through counting black bags.  In 2008 we were using over 150 

bags per week.  Our target for 2013 was 40 bags per week.  We fell short of that achieving 

50 bags per week which was nevertheless a reduction on 2012 of over 13%.  We will 

continue to target 40 bags per week in the year ahead.  

 

In 2014 we managed to reduce the black bags to an average of 45 per week. 

 

 

 

The costs savings continue to increase as a result of this policy as shown below. 

  

Year  Black bags pa  Cost pa @ £0.25/ bag  Saving against 2008 level  

2008  7536  £1884.00    

2009  4704  £1176.00  £708.00  

2010  4320  £1080.00  £804.00  

2011  3600  £900.00  £984.00  

2012  3600  £900.00  £984.00  

2013  2640  £660.00  £1224.00  

2014 2393 £598.25 £1286.00 

Total Saving   £5990.00  
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FOOD WASTE COMPOSTING 

 

 

 

 

 

     
Rate per bin 

including 
Annual 

total 
Food 

wastage 

Year 
Collected 

bins VAT   saving 

2011 1297 £3.00 £3,891.00   

2012 1242 £3.00 £3,726.00 £165.00 

2013 1214 £3.00 £3,642.00 £84.00 

2014 1189 £3.00 £3,567.00 £66.00 

      Total £315.00 

 

Green Impact 

The University’s second annual Green Impact awards was held in June 2014 to recognise 

and celebrate the achievements of the 40 participating departments and colleges.  Led by 

Maddy Yates (MCR Green Officer) and Chris Barton (JCR Green Officer), the Robinson 

Team were delighted to have been awarded Silver. 

Green Impact is the University's environmental accreditation scheme. It supports and 

encourages departments and colleges across the University in reducing their environmental 

impacts. 

Supported by the Environment and Energy Section, teams in departments sign up to an 

online workbook and progress through simple, clear and easy criteria towards recognised 

awards and targets. 

The scheme is great for those people who want to make a difference but are not sure how, 

and also supports those who are already beavering away for environmental and wellbeing 

causes in their corners of the University.  We’ve set our goal as Gold for this year! 

 

Our policy:  

Stringent and careful ordering is in place to help minimize food waste. 

Reuse as much food as possible to minimise wastage. 

All our remaining food waste is collected in an innovative vessel for composting which 

meets the BSI PAS 100 specification for composting.   
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Environment Forum Strategy 

Early in 2015, the EF will be implementing a set of strategic goals designed to enable it to 

fulfil its terms of reference, specifically in regard to the implementation of the College 

Environment policy.  Key among the goals will be minimisation of landfill waste, efficiency 

improvements in consumption of utilities and greater understanding of provenance of food 

supplies.  The 2015 report will be based around these strategic goals rather than 

departments. 

 

Plans for 2015 

 Introduction of LED lighting in Auditorium  

 Examine ways to achieve a reduction in printing and photocopying  

 Join the UC Colleges Low Carbon Meals Scheme 

 Enter the Green Impact scheme again 

 Install new air-handling unit to service College kitchens 

 Refurbishment of C staircase including installation of low-energy lighting 

 Review recycling opportunities to extend as possible 

 Extend the unit user analysis of energy and water utilities which a view to 

understanding usage and thus enable targeted reductions 

 Environmental training for staff 

 Install second phase of solar heating project. 


